In this paper we propose a new strategy for the design of real-valued lterbanks which avoids aliasing in the subbands (\inband aliasing") such that applications where two subband signals have to be compared become possible. One example for such an application is subband adaptive ltering, where, with the proposed lterbank structure, the traditionally required crossterm adaptive lters between adjacent subbands can be omitted. The proposed lterbank consists of at least three channels which are subsampled by di erent subsampling ratios.
INTRODUCTION
Multirate techniques with critically sampled lterbanks have a widespread use in coding applications, where the signal to code is split into subband signals, subsampled, coded separately, stored or transmitted and then reconstructed. Due to the subsampling process aliasing occurs in the subbands but the synthesis bank of an \alias-free" lter bank is able to reconstruct the input signal while suppressing this alias. However, in applications where a comparison has to be made between two signals this \in-band" alias is very disturbing and can lead to poor performance. Examples for these applications are adaptive ltering and signal classi cation.
Therefore, in adaptive ltering, one approach is to use critically sampled lterbanks 2, 7] , where, in addition to the in-band adaptive lters, adaptive lters between adjacent sub-bands are necessary 2] to compensate for the aliasing produced by the subsampling process. This however leads to complex structures with multichannel adaptive lters which results in high structural and computational complexity and slow convergence. Another approach is to use oversampled lterbanks 1, 3] where this aliasing problem is avoided but therefore more data has to be processed. One drawback of these oversampled lterbanks is that the subband signals are usually complex valued which in general increases the computational complexity of the algorithms applied to the subband signals.
In this paper we propose an oversampled realvalued lterbank design which allows a direct comparison of subband signals without the requirement of the alias information from adjacent subbands. (1) where S i is the subsampling ratio of this channel and W S = e | 2 S is a modulation factor. The frequency domain interpretation of (1) is that the analysis lter H i (z) should not overlap with any of its modulated versions H i (zW l S i ). Another interpretation of (1) is that the channel i will not be a ected by aliasing due to the subsampling process if the passband of its analysis lter H i (z) does not include any of the normalized frequencies 2 k S i , where k = 1; : : : ; S i ?
1. Therefore, a real-valued lterbank with the same subsampling ratio S for each channel and without \inband" aliasing would require the same spectral zeros in each band, i.e. at the frequencies 2 k S . However another requirement for a lterbank is that it yields the perfect or near-perfect recon- One possible solution to overcome these two contradicting requirements is to use a lterbank with di erent subsampling ratios S i in each channel i. The block diagram of such a lterbank is shown in Fig. 1 , where channels 0 and 2 are subsampled by 2 and channel 1 is subsampled by 3. This lterbank is the simplest possible lterbank that uses di erent subsampling ratios and is chosen for demonstrative reasons only. Higher order lterbanks can easily be obtained.
The frequency domain constraints which are imposed by (1) and by the perfect reconstruction condition on the analysis lters H i (z) are now:
The passbands of H 0 (z) and H 2 (z) must not include the frequency All frequencies must be covered by at least one lter.
One possible realization for such a 3 channel analysis bank is shown in Fig. 2 . There H 0 (z) and H 2 (z) are a lowpass and a highpass lter, respectively, whose channels will be subsampled by 2, and H 1 (z) is a bandpass lter to ll the spectral gap between H 0 (z) and H 2 (z). This bandpass channel will be subsampled by 3. Figs.  3 and 4 show the power spectral densities of the subsampled signals in channel 0 or channel 2 and channel 1, respectively, assuming the input signal x(k) to be white noise. Note the spectral gaps which guard the original spectrum from the mirrored spectra and therefore avoid \inband" aliasing can be seen clearly.
This type of lterbank is an oversampled lterbank as more data is produced in the subband signal in comparison to the fullband signal. The oversampling ratio (OSR) can be computed as
where K is the number of channels and S i is the subsampling ratio in the i th channel. The oversampling ration for the lterbank shown in Fig. 1 is 133%.
DESIGN ALGORITHM
To reduce the complexity of the problem it is assumed that the analysis lters H i (z) and the synthesis lters F i (z) are related a-priori, e.g. Note that the lterbank in Fig. 1 is a cyclic time variant system due to the subsampling process with a periodicity of the least common multiplier of the subsampling ratios and therefore the approximation in (3) 
This however is ensured due to the appropriate choice of the passbands of the analysis lters.
The design algorithm 5] iteratively minimizes (3) by minimizing at each iteration l, a quadratic approximation of (3) 4. DESIGN EXAMPLES 4.1. Three Channel Design Fig. 2 shows a set of analysis lters for the lterbank shown in Fig. 1 , which is designed with the above described algorithm. The length of the analysis and synthesis lters was chosen l f = 151 and the oversampling ratio is 133%. The lterbank yields a distortion of -125 dB and the inband alias is reduced to -115 dB, -102 dB and -112 dB for each channel, respectively. The phase response is linear as all the analysis lters have a linear phase which was chosen to reduce the problem order. The stopbands were chosen to be for H 0 (z) from 0:47 to , for H 1 (z) from 0 to 0:35 and from 0:64 to and for H 2 (z) from 0 to 0:52 . The overall distortion of this lterbank is -114 dB, the inband alias level are between -92 dB and -100 dB and the oversampling ratio is 178%.
Nine Channel Design

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a novel real-valued oversampled lterbank which reduces \inband" alias to a very small level. The basic idea was that to derive a perfect or near-perfect reconstruction lterbank without inband aliasing. To achieve this the di erent channels of the lterbank required di erent subsampling ratios. A design algorithm for the lterbank design was also outlined which was based on a combined performance criterion from the stopband energy of the analysis lters and the reconstruction error of the lter bank. Finally design examples for a three channel and a nine channel nearperfect reconstruction lterbank were given.
